**HOW IT WORKS**

Poly-Disc® Flexible Couplings addresses all four types of motor misalignment: Axial, Angular, Parallel and Angular/Parallel.

**CURE YOUR MOTOR TRAMMING HEADACHES**

Unique, Taper-Lock® Bushing provides motor shaft attachment that is simple and secure yet easily repositioned.

With Existing Pin-Type Couplings (Dover, Otis) we can provide a new OEM modified “will fit” motor side coupling to adapt to standard NEMA “C” face motors - no custom shaft required.

**ADVANTAGES**

- Stop Runaway Labor Hours
- Use in-stock NEMA “C” face Motors for Faster, Lower Cost Repairs
- Assure Long Motor Life
- Reduce Installation Time
- Conquer Vibration
- Protect New Motor Bearings
- Custom Flange & Coupling Sets Available
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**FOOLPROOF MOTOR COUPLING**

Don’t Walk Away without Alignment Assurance™
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